SUCCESS STORY

Sev1Tech Grows and
Brings Two Companies
Together with Unanet

CHALLENGES
y Wanted to integrate two companies on different platforms
into one system
y Needed to incorporate and manage a larger proportion of
Cost Plus projects
y Struggled to enforce new employee rules and compliance
requirements
y Required greater efficiencies and streamlined processes
in order to properly manage more data in the system

ABOUT SEV1TECH
Founded in 2010, Sev1Tech provides
IT, engineering, and program
management solutions delivery.
Sev1Tech focuses on providing program
and IT support services to critical
missions across Federal and Commercial
Clients.
Sev1Tech emphasizes corporate
responsibility and excellence in service,
both of which are key components in
their business and operating policies.
They take great pride in conducting
their business with integrity and
honesty, and hold their employees to
the same high standard of performance
quality and commitment to the
organization. Sev1Tech executives

“We are glad we went with Unanet, and
feedback from the new invoicing staff
reinforced that we made the right decision.”

		

are committed to making sure their
employees maintain up-to-date
relevant certifications, use proven
solution methods and processes, and
stay informed of new developments in

- Jamie Flynn, VP Finance & Accounting, Sev1Tech

technology so that they remain relevant
leaders in the marketplace. These
shared values, coupled with
Sev1Tech’s passion for the missions
they support, are the factors
that drive their continued
innovation.
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THE UNANET SOLUTION FOR SEV1TECH
After acquiring another company more than twice their size, Sev1Tech decided to manage both entities in
Unanet. They moved all new employee and project data from Costpoint to Unanet Financials, and with that
came many new requirements around Cost Plus projects and OCONUS work. Unanet allows Sev1Tech to
automate rules to enforce these requirements while maintaining existing process efficiencies.
After implementing and expanding Unanet Financials, Sev1Tech:
y Seamlessly incorporated the acquired company

y Enjoys the benefits of the Automated Analyst,

into their Unanet system

Unanet’s automated solution that proactively
identifies data issues for resolution

y Manages new Cost Plus projects with visibility
into real-time data

y Reduced cash cycle time with clean, easily
understandable invoices and receives some

y Automatically enforces OCONUS rules, saving

customer payments in as few as 5 days

time and reducing errors

Where Information Means Insight
Unanet is a leading provider of ERP solutions purpose-built for Government Contractors, A/E, and
Professional Services. More than 2,000 project-driven organizations depend on Unanet to turn their
information into actionable insights, drive better decision-making, and nurture business growth.
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